DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES:
• All entries are due by **Thursday, May 10, 2007 at 4pm**
• Turn in entry form with attached decorating plan and sketch to the Student Organizations & Leadership Opportunities Office (SOLO), 3rd floor Price Center
• A winner will be notified on **May 11, 2007**

CONTEST GUIDELINES:
• Contest open to any undergraduate and/or graduate student at UCSD
• The use of tape, nails, glue, or staples may not be used to affix your design to the Sun God sculpture
• Entries will be judged by students and staff members of the UCSD community
• Judges will base their decision on overall impact, ability to convey a creative theme, originality, and artistic merit

PROVIDED TOOLS:
• The winning design entry will have access to a boom lift and operator to aid in decorating the sculpture safely
• Up to $50.00 reimbursement for supplies used in the design

WINNING ENTRY HONOR:
• A framed picture of your group with the decorated Sun God will become a permanent fixture in the Price Center Sun God Lounge!

CONTACT INFORMATION:

STUDENT NAME: ________________________________________________

GROUP AFFILIATION, IF ANY: ____________________________________

PHONE NUMBER: ________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: ______________________________________________

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:______________________________________

What materials will be used? *(attach or print your answers)*

______________________________________________________________

How will materials or props be secured to the Sun God? *(attach or print your answers)*

______________________________________________________________

REQUIREMENTS:
Attach a full description of decorating plan and a sketch (a sketch is optional) using the following Sun God diagram

SIGNATURE: ___________________________ DATE: ________________

I hereby agree to comply with the contest guidelines as stated above and all UCSD Policies and Procedures.
Please sketch your plan onto this Sun God Diagram.
Attach to your entry form and turn in to the SOLO Office by Monday, May 10, 2007 at 4pm.